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A Federalist Strategy for
Nuclear Waste Management

Kai N. Let

Once or perhaps twice in the remain-
der of this century the U.S. government
will establish a permanent repository for
high-level radioactive wastes. Entangled
in the wider controversy over nuclear

ment (IRGI chartered by the President in
1977 (31. The ncv policy provides that
state governments are to have a "contin-
uing role in decision-making with regard
to the federal government's actions' (4)

Summary. The federal government plans to rely on a policy of ^&Consultation and
concurrence" with state governments in developing nuclear waste repositoiies. The
weaknesses of the concurrence approach are analyzed. and an alternative institution-
al framework for locating a waste repository is proposed. a siting jury that provides
representation for state and local interests, while maintaining a high level of technical
review. The proposal could be tested in the siting of away-from-reactor storage facili-
ties for spent nuclear fuel.

governments, the voter *.ew~s the polu.al
world from tvwo perspecuties. Ono shapeJ b)
the social pluralism of the gencrAl gwmern-
ment. the other shaped by the teritorial plu-
ralism of the state government.

The idea of giving state gosernments a
role commensurate with federal execu-
tive agencies is so old that it has had it
be rediscovered.

There is consensus on consultation
Sharing of information between fedcral
and state authorities is widel) thought it)
be an essential steppingstone toehard or-
derly siting 16I.

If consultation enjoys support. "con-
currence* elicits delicate es asiun and
postponement. 'States and lohaiimes
will accept their share of responsihilit'."
an interpretation by the Department .1
Energy (DOE) assumes 46 1. %% ithout stug-
gesting why this acceptance should he
expected. Indeed. no state will generate
enough waste from commercial nurlear
power to approach the capaCIty Of a
single geologic repository; iahat does a
fair "share of responsibility" comprise?'
Which decisions should he taken to he
final, once ratified by federal executiv%
agencies and state governments' Lanj
tenure. financing and capitalization. and
transfer payments to mitigate localtged
impacts could presumabl) be settled in
this fashion. But what about the roles
of local government. citizen groups. or
the Nuclear Regulatory Commissio n
(NRC)? More generall), hows are long
run interests and shon-tcrm pressures lo
be reconciled' Environmental pollution

The author is assihtant pofes o- of 1wiluaw bc,
ence and entgonmentaj studies at the Vniersiia of
Washinlton. Scathle 98195.

energy, the siting of a waste repository
has become an unwieldy and con-
troversial task. Since March 1977 more
than 15 states have enacted laws that
regulate storage or forbid disposal of ra-
dioactive wastes within their borders 11).

President Carter announced on 12
February a new policy on nuclear wastes
(2). His statement embraces many of the
recommendations of the Interagency Re-
view Group on Nuclear Waste Manage-
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in nuclear waste disposal. This is the
principle of "consultation and concur-
rence."

"Consultation and concurrence" is.
perhaps unwittingly. a reaffirmation of
traditional American values. Beer wrote
of the Constitution (3).

The essence of the invention of 1787 was the
use of the same electorate to choose two sets
of governments, each with constitutional pro-
tection.... Governing himself through two

C0DW3Si3&051i01950 1.530 Copyright C 19X0 AAAS



is not in anyone's long-run interest ' :t
`occurs in depressing volume. Mos06S -
portant. what happens if state and feder-
al governments "nonconcur"? The very
word has an Orwellian ring.

A design for concurrence is suggested
below in which a siting jury selected by
states and local governments serves as a
forum to settle conflicts between the fed-
eral government and its critics. It may be
sensible to experiment with the jury ap-
proach in the siting of a storage facility
for spent nuclear fuel.

The sitingjury aims at overcoming the
basic institutional problem posed by a
nuclear waste repository, the mismatch
between knowledgeability and account-
ability. Early in the decision process. not
enough is known about which geologic
strata and specific sites are suitable for a
repository. Here there must be coopera-

_ tion between local and national authori-
ties if information needed for a technical-
ly satisfactory location is to be obtained.
Late in the decision process, a politically
stable choice requires that local and na-
tional authorities operate at arm's
length. so that local interests may be fair-
ly and credibly balanced against national
ones. The goal of the proposed scheme is
to preserve both early learning opportu-
nities and independent judgment at the
time a site is chosen.

Competing Rationalities

Our image of the rational decision-
maker is a clearheaded autocrat, some-
one who knows what he wants and how to
get it. Neither clearheadedness nor au-
tocracy prevails in the world of public
policy. Lack of clear thinking is most
commonly complained of, but conflict
and divided power are more frequently
found (7j.

Improving the probability of rational
outcomes in the face of conflict begins
with the recognition that conflict is itself
often rational. Indeed, conflict can be
thought of as competition between ratio-
nal systems of ends and means-systems
that are nonetheless incompatible with
one another. The sequence of outcomes
when conflict persists can mix the com-
peting rationalities, appearing inconsist-
ent and irrational. Consider two stereo-
typed viewpoints:

From the first of these, which may be
!abeled Technocratic Rationalism, radio-
active waste disposal is a tractable tech-
nical problem; enough is known to pro-
ceed with an orderly program, as part of
a continued expansion of nuclear power
generation. Delay in developing the nu-

90

clear option threatens the economicdons to the problems facing the nuclear
well-being of the nation, without credit- industry. Technocratic rationalists have
able technical cause. suffered the frustration of pursuing goals

Technocratic rationalists are optimis- they consider-with substantial public
tic: Estimales of waste confinement and support-to be legitimate, but in a set-
of the dangers posed by release of wastes ting where their model of political pro-
are reassuring. and these estimates are cess is inappropriate, even perverse.
based on models and analyses that are These stereotypes are not meant sim-
sound. Public fears, while politically ply to be desciplive nor are-they neces-
troublesome, are nothing more than mis- sarily predictive. When there is con-
information compounded by antinuclear troversy. it is important to identif) the
demagoguery. different value implications of contend-

Moreover, technocratic rationalism is ing positions. What an actor thinks
confident. What is needed is strong pres- the political process sIwuld do influences
idential leadership, clear decisions, and his interpretation of what happens.
implementation by the federal govern- Moreover. in the presence of irreducible
ment; DOE should be designated the uncertainty strongly held values com-
lead federal agency. pete with analysis as a means of achiev-

The other stereotype might be labeled ing psychologically satisfactory ex-
Cautionary Consultation: Scientists and planations.
other credible experts disagree about The IRG sought a middle path bc-
how to proceed with the management of tween technocratic rationalism and cau-
these long-lived residues of nuclear *tionary consultation. It has accordingly
weapons development and the costly nu- been criticized for legitimating both pro-
clear power program. The unease of the and antinuclear positions through the
general public is politically compelling deliberately ambiguous wording of its re-
and has a sound basis in technical uncer- port. Compromise is not a lucid art. But
tainty. Although safe disposal of wastes finding a way to pursue safe waste dis-
is important, there is no need to rush: it posal without imposing technocratic ra-
is more important to reestablish public tionalism or acquiescing in cautionar)
conlidence. Nuclear power will have to delay remains a major challenge. The un-
wait. resolved competition between these two

Cautionary consultation emphasizes rationalities links together issues in ways
uncertainty: Highly simplified models of that inhibit conflict resolution. This so-
how radioactive materials will behave cial phenomenon has been labeled turbu-
under geologic conditions are untrust- lence by Haas tiIt:
worthy. Public rears are justified. There
are no clear procedures for resolving dis- The number of actors is very large. each actorpursues a variety of objectives ~hi~h arc mu-putes as they emerge. tuall) incompatible. but each is unsure ot thc

Cautionary consultation also stresses trade-offs between the objectives. each actor
patience: Given the need for additional is tied into a netmork of interdepndenacs
research, and the fact that irreversible with other actors who are as confused as
disposal is not urgent, it may be more im- be.
portant to proceed systematically with An indispensable aspect of polic) de-
technical learning. In addition, bureau- velopment must therefore be an insitu-
cratic momentum must not be allowed to tional approach that calms turbulence
lorce a "premature choice in'-an in- through recognizing and resolving con-
appropriate medium or location. In the flicts. The struggle to create a permanent
meantime, vigorous conservation and waste disposal system reflects tensions
development of alternative energy re- which are real and durable. They have
sources can adequately meet the nation's not been resolved despite considerable
needs for electric power. scientific agreement, and they cannot be

in the competition between rational- extinguished b) presidential or congres-
ities, technocratic rationalism has tradi- sional fiat even if either were forthcom-
tionally guided federal waste manage- ing. Conflict is, accordingly. not neces-
ment policy (8). But the politics of the sarily a sign of trouble. except for those
nuclear waste issue have increasingly be- nominally in charge (12X.
come those of cautionary consultation Managing conflict under conditions of
(9). Indeed, the odyssey of nuclear pol- high technological complexity and politi-
icy is an excellent illustration of Gain- cal uncertainty is. however. a task for
son's remark that "elforts toward broad- which none of the principal contenders
er planning. . . may have the incidental has much experience. Nuclear waste dis-
and unintended consequence of increas- posal. when it finally takes place will re-
ing the degree of competition" (10). Yet quire the reestablishment of a zone of
cautionary consultation offers few solu- consensus sufficient to permit pro-
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ceeding with technically sophis,4{ed
administration; an organizational frame-
work of sufficient internal stability and
external responsiveness to improve even
as it performs at a high level; local social
arrangements able to accommodate the
stresses of a dominant single industry:
and a larger political environment, in-
cluding a legislative mandate, in which
important related questions, such as the
viability of commercial nuclear power.
inform the purposes of waste manage-
ment without wholly disrupting progress
toward safe disposal.

CConsultatboa and Concurrencte

These long-term requirements may be
compared against the concept of consul-
tation and concurrence developed by the
National Governors Association and
partially adopted by the IRG and the
President. Though it calls for "a compre-
hensive national nuclear waste manage-
ment program" (13), the governors'
statement emphasizes procedural steps,
an indication that incremental rather
than comprehensive solutions are being
pursued. Moreover, while acknowledg-
ing that a long-term objective for the na-
tion should be safe disposal of radio-
active waste, the governors concede no
short-run sharing of goals, warning that
"the Department of Energy must 'obtain
state concurrence prior to final waste
disposal site determination' "(13).

Perhaps because of their desire to in-
fluence the Executive Branch, the gover-
nors stress administrative participation.
A State Planning Council (SPC), whose
representational status with respect to
any particular state is left unclear, is put
forth as the principal forum for state in-
terests; it should be accorded "equal
standing with federal agencies" in access
to the President or Congress (13, p. 5).

Clout in the "permanent government"
of Washington, D.C., does seem indis-
pensable to the decades-long task of for-
mulating a nuclear waste policy. Yet the
governors opt for a heavily symbolic
conception of political power, State gov-
ernors are to dominate in the SPC, and
the council, as the states' planning appa-
ratus, should have a protected position
in the White House staff (13, p. 7). Func-
tionally, the SPC is to provide an annual
report and supervise advisory com-
mittees. Neither of these activities is
linked clearly to regional placement of
facilities or site selection, the key re-
sponsibilities exercised by the council.

While accepting much of the position
drafted by the National Governors Asso-
1 MAY 1960

ciation, the IRG proposed a council thba-n For example, consultation on -technic.,l 'a
"would not involve implementation re- criteria will lead to the establishment of
sponsibilities" U, p. 92). Given the more than means alone. But this simple
abundant political dangers of becoming distinction warns us that agreement on
involved in nuclear waste operations, the means does not lead automatically to
govemors might not want such responsi- agreement on ends.
bilities in any case. Bargaining between
state and federal government has thus (
settled upon visible participation by state nlng tor:Nonconcurrence
elected officials. seeking to legitimize the
principle that "state governments, In fact, the history of nuclear waste
through their governors, are an effective management makes the DOE and other
medium for public participation in the federal agencies unlikely allies of the
national decisionmaking process" (/3. p. states. The inclusion of state govern-
6). ments in national decision-making, al-

This is the less than fully defined con- though important in principle, must be
text of consultation and concurrence: designed with attention to its practical
"an on-going dialogue . .,. and the de- political feasibility. To draw in the states
velopment of a cooperative relationship as the new federal policy does. siding
between states and all relevant federal with the national government and one -1
agencies" in site selection (3. p. 95). The its most controversial agencies. may fi5,,
implication of this policy is that the shar- ter away one of the few sources of legiti-
ing of information will largely resolve' macy left in an already tattered political
conflicts between state and federal au-' fabric.
thorities. Yet the history of environmen- A different approach begins with the
tal controversies indicates that sharing of observation that conflicts are two-sided
information can elicit still more conflict. affairs which frequently benefit from be-
in the short run at least (14). Thus the coming three-cornered. The proponent
most serious deficiency of consultation of nuclear waste disposal is the federal
and concurrence is that there is no government, backed by the nuclear in-
means advanced by either the governors dustry. On the other side is a variety of
or the IRG for resolving cases of non- adversaries: environmentalists con-
concurrence. What seems to be involved cerned about long-term risks: local gos-
is bargaining to achieve compromises ernments worried about short-term im-
over conflicting ends. But bargaining by pacts. and antinuclear activists eager to
whom, and on what range of stakes. re- strike at the Achilles heel of nuclear
mains unclear. power-the lack of long-term dispoal

To summarize: The problem ad- credible to the public. Siting of per
dressed by consultation and concurrence manent waste repositories %ill probabhJ.
is that of insufficient understanding by settle on one and perhaps ItAo locations
state officials of both the technical find- for intensive development by the turn of
ings to date and the technical uncer- the century. Given this context of high
tainties that remain. State governments conflict and sparse final decision points.
are a key to the decisions that need to be can state governments become most
made, because they exercise authority constructively involved by siding with
independent of the national government. one disputant or the other? Populist
Thus, an extended process of informa- pressures and short-run political calcu-
tion diffusion-consultation-will lead. lations have led states to side thus far
it is hoped, to agreement on the details of with opponents: the federal government
a waste disposal program-concurrence. seeks to draw the states into siding with

This noble hope seeks to preserve the proponents.
principle of dual government embodied An alternative is for the states to act as
in the Constitution: that representation third parties in the conflict. Intervention
of citizens through both a national and by a third party is essentially a judicial
a state government will provide better function, hence a siting jury.
protection against tyranny than either Before describing the jury proposal. it
alone. The social and territorial pluralism is necessary to outline some structural
of the Constitution is reconfigured in requirements of a judicial approach. In-
an attempt to seek agreement on means tervention in a two-sided conflict by an
through consultation, followed by agree- impartial third party is often sought by
ment on ends, through concurrence. the disputants themselves. Yet this tri-

Because the level of conflict is high adic relationship is inherently fragile
and rising, thinking of consultation as ex- once a decision is rendered. the triar
clusively a concern with means and con- collapses into two-against-one (15).
currence as one with ends is too simple. loser is tempted to rethink his earlie
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* .** Program phase

National regional study

IState dropped from const
lion by DOEI

Regional site-characterizat
studies

IState dropped from consic
Site proposal

ISite disapproved]
Site licensed

Table 1. The siting jury: membership and functioi

_ Jury membership
One foreman chosen in each state with potential Lia

for a bite n
dera- IJury membership terminated I

tion Add in each state one juror from a panel named Ad,
by National Governors Association and one *
jun)r from' panel chosen by National Con-
ference or Slate Legislatures

lerationi liury membership terminatedI
Add one juror representing local governments Cot

and one representing House of Repre- a
senlatives

Jury membership terminated I
Same Mo

lief in the impartiality of the judge. This
is one reason that all human societies
have found it necessary to clothe their

K-'judges in a myth of evenhanded infallibil-
ft). Moreover. judges are aware of the
frailty of rulings. and thus seek corn-
promises-whether negotiated among
the disputants or imposed by the judge-
in order to avoid decisions of an all-or-
nothing character.

Primitive societies chose their judges
from The "big men" in the community-
those with manifest skills in managing
human affairs and with a stake in com-
munity esteem high enough to promote

: impartiality. The expansion of the social
order beyond village scale made it neces-
sary to formalize the judicial function. so

- that law. established by tradition, prece-
dent. or legislation, came to structure the
settlement of disputes. Not only did con-
siderations of fairness and equity be-
come law. but the judges became ofli-
cials-persons who derive their status as
much from the office they hold as from
their standing in the community (15. pp.
322-325). An additional refinement in the
Anglo-American tradition is to separate
factual judgments from legal ones. The
authority of juries to render factual find-
ings derives from their status as a group
of persons whose circumstances are
equivalent to those of the parties at inter-

1est.
Such an anthropological perspective

suggests that resolving a conflict be-
tween the federal proponent of a disposal
site and its opponents is less a question
rof law than of stability. In short, what is
called for is the modem analog of the

b'big men" of the community. to arrive
at a judgment that can endure beyond the
handing down of the decision. The im-
oo-tance of the symbols of power, there-
fore lies in a rather different direction
Fiorr that proposed by the National Gov-
rnOrF Astociajtior the point is less to

't.,

influence a technically complex and in-
evitably controversial outcome than to
strengthen the possibility that outcomes
can be chosen in ways that are technical-
ly sound and politically sustainable.

The legitimacy of such a decision rests
upon cultural. political, and legal bases.
Hence the design of a leading legislative
proposal. the Percy-Glenn bill (16). es-
tablishing a set of ad hoc fact-finding
councils. with states being granted the
right of appeal to Congress. Given the
importance accorded nuclear waste dis-
posal. some ad hoc governmental struc-
lure appears to be needed to supplement
the existing channels of technical and po-
litical review in Congress. the NRC. and
the Executive Branch A17). The siting jury
idea, although similar in purpose to the
Percy-Glenn proposal, places the burden
of choice on a body appointed by state
and local jurisdictions and so constituted
as to harmonize the somewhat contradic-
tory desires for decision-making that is
both knowledgeable and accountable.

The Jur) Process

The federal government would pro-
pose one site after a sustained technical
search and extensive consultation with
slates and interested citizens. (This dis-
cussion does not consider the complexi-
ties of competition among sites.) As pan
of the process of consultation, opposi-
tion to the site would he identified and
competitive analyses undertaken from a
variety of perspectives. These would all
be brought before a siting jury, which
would make a recommendation to the
President about the suitability of that
Sife.

A five-member jury would be formed
in three stages. as DOE moves toward
site selection. In the initial phase, while a
nationwide program for identifying geo-

Function

ison to State Planntng Council on genen. tech
oluical issues and national policy questions

vise state on procedural and generic issues: liai-
on to NRC staff

nduct hearings on suitability of site, and recomi
aend on buitability to NRC and the President

nitor construction and operation for stale and
local governments lat option or state

logic regions is in progress, each state
overlapping one or more strata of inter-
est would appoint a stale representatisv-
In later stages. this person Would be-
coirie the foreman of the siting jur).

This stale representative should he
chosen jointly by the governor and the
legislature and should serve-barring
misbehavior-until a site has been cho-
sen, or until the federal gomernment
states formally that no site within the
stale will be considered. Making the
state representatives' tenure equal in
duration to the site selection process
serves two ends. First, these persons
will have the chance to master the com-
plex mix of scientific. managerial. and
political questions at stake in nuclcar
waste disposal. Second. being insulated
from political removal provides a degree
of judicial independence that is con-
ducive to both deliberation and credi-
bility (18).

As DOE's work progresses to the se-
lection of particular regions for site char-
acterization, two members Would be
added to the jury of each state still under
study, each juror being selected ran-
domly from one of two panels. One panel
would be selected by the National Gos-
ernors Association. the other by the Na-
tional Conference of State Legislatures.
These jurors reflect territorial diversity
at the statewide level. Like the foreman.
they would serve until a site is selected
or until their state is dropped from con-
sideration. This three-person jury serves
as an advisory body to the state with re-
gard to procedural and generic ques-
tions. as described below.

When sites are identified hb DOE. the
jury of each state still involved would he
brought to full strength with the addition
of two more members. One would be
chosen randomly from a panel selected
by a national association of local gosern-
ment officials, the other from a panel

SCIENC. VSOL. 208



named by the U.S. House of Representa-
ives. These jurors provide re ;enta-

lion of jurisdictions smaller th"tates.
In order to enhance the stature of the
jury, hearings that combine voir dire
with a programmatic review of the siting
program could be conducted by the U.S.
Senate.

The jury-empaneling process is sum-
marized in Table 1. As indicated. the
functions of the jury evolve with the sit-
ing process. Al the start. states and the
federal government jointly develop infor-
mation on technically suitable locations
for waste disposal. Al the point of site
selection, however. states need an inde-
pendent. arm's-length relationship with
the federal sponsor, in order to articulate
the state's position about both the ends
and the means of proceeding toward dis-
posal at a particular location. For this
reason, the jury's formal responsibilities
would provide close ties only with the
SPC and the NRC. not with DOE.

Although judgments about the accept-
ability of the risks remaining may differ
at the moment a site is being chosen, it is
impossible even to describe those risks if
the states hamstring federal studies from
the outsel. By the same token, state co-
operation can, with the siting jury, be
premised on an independent determina-
tion of site suitability, a determination
that ranges beyond the technical ambit of
the NRC.

As the technical program to find suit-
able sites progresses, a host of procedur-
al and scientific questions is sure to
arise. For example, in what circum-
stances and with what conditions should
states permit federal studies of geologi-
cal strata? What priorities should be ac-
corded the various criteria used to select
sites? What role should be taken by
states affected by transportation of
wastes or other concomitant effects?
Procedural questions can be assigned to
an SPC, and Congress should explicitly
authorize the SPC to arbitrate dif-
ferences between federal agencies and
states. Generic technical issues require a
more complicated approach, since the
NRC retains independent regulatory au-
thority. For this reason, the siting jury
would be assigned liaison responsibilities
to work with NRC staff as a siting deci-
sion approaches. Such a consultative
process would also permit informal NRC
review of the technical program before
the formal licensing procedure is initi-
ated.

Once a site proposal is prepared by
federal executive agencies, the siting
jury would proceed in parallel with
NRC. Hearings on the suitability of the
site would be held, to put on the record

It MAY 196O

controversial technical, environmental.
and social issues. While the NRC re,
focuses on technical compliance 4
regulatory criteria, the jury's deliber-
ations should concentrate on a broader,
carefully argued judgment balancing lo-
cal effects of siting, operation, and trans-
portation against the national interest in
safe. permanent disposal. If the jury's
credibility with the public and Congress
is high. its recommendation on suit-
ability should carry considerable weight
with the President-more weight, per-
haps. than the state in question can bring
to bear. If after NRC review the Presi-
dent grants a license, he should be re-
quired to state his reasons for accepting
or rejecting the jury's advice, as part of a
request to Congress to authorize con-
struction or of the announcement of a de-
cision not to proceed.

After a site is licensed, the siting jury's
expertise should be of continuing utility
to state governments in designing and
operating ways to monitor federal activi-
ties in construction, operation, and even-
tually closure. This continuing relation-
ship must not be negotiated, of course.
until after the jury's decision, in order to
preclude conflicts of economic interest.

This approach defines concurrence in
a way that gives state and local govern-
ments politically influential voices, but
without raising the vexatious question of
whether the federal government has the
right to preempt local decision-making.
(The President's decision would presum-
ably remain open to judicial appeal as
well as congressional challenge.) By
drawing upon the political bases of gov-
ernors. state legislators, local govern-
ment, and the House of Representatives.
we would use lo its maximum the territo-
rial plurality of the constitutional scheme
of representation-al least in theory.
Whether such a design could raily politi-
cal support in actuality is a rather dif-
ferent question, however.

This notional design ignores inter-
actions among site proposals. In addi-
tion, it must be recognized that the jury
will operate for a number of years and
thus will become a political actor. Unlike
the conventional petit jury. the siting
jury would be susceptible both to
charges of vested interest and to at-
tempts to influence its decisions. These
hazards seem worth running in order to
provide enough time to learn the in-
tricacies of repository siting. But these
hazards may overwhelm the credibility
of the jury in the eyes of affected popu-
lations. Moreover, institutional com-
petition between the jury and the NRC
needs to be studied. Further analysis of
the jury idea is therefore desirable; per-

haps more important. the ide.l car. b.:
tried out in a quasi-experimental fashion.

-In the near term it is feasible io use a;
streamlined version of the siting jury to
locale away-from-reactor interim storage
facilities for spent nuclear fuel (AFR;.
These facilities may be required within 3
to 10 years. as storage at reactors fills to
capacity. Four siting-jury panels could
be crealedbas outlined above, to explore
the political and organizational problems
of selecting representatives from the un-
usually structured national constituen-
cies of governors, legislators, and local
governments. No new legislation would
be needed if the jury were to ad-
vise the Secretary of Energy instead of
the President. Since AFR's are not dis-
posal sites. no irreversible choices would
be made. but in most other respects the
institutional feasibility of concurrence
based on state and local representF.
would be subjected to realistic ex-
mentalion.

Linkage and Legislation

Social experimentation with an
silingjury would provide a badly n
institutional learning opponunitI
the meantime. Congress and tht
dent must weigh the difficult
question of how waste disposal
disentangled from the broader t.
controversy. Without an autht
decision on this divisive issue. n
body such as the sitingjur) can r.
litically legitimate recommeda
nuclear policy.

It is obvious by now that disr -

waste management is more the
lion of the appropriate means t,
toxic substance. It reflects as 9

divisions about the ends to be st
nuclear-generated electric powti
To the embattled industry. an or'.
al waste repository has become
gic Gibraltar: the fortification ct
access from the confined and
waters of Three Mile Island
boundless frontiers of a nuclea
Opponents sense in the repositi
the industry's Waterloo instead

Nuclear waste management h.
transformed from an issue %%ith r
stiluency to one with several cot
ones. Neither situation promoiL
stable, long-term resolution of the l
nological complexities ttf safe dio
Conflict between single-interesl t
tuencies like the nuclear indu'.::
antinuclear forces puts before
ment the task of separating is..
are politically linked. Such an'
strategy should be contraste



external ' approach that hastens do-'n
-, so-called *'iast track" /21). The irk>
nail approitch offers structured assurance
that scientific uncertainties will he coher-
ently addressed. the external approach
trusts to luck.

The feasibility of untangling linked is-
sues in an election year is constrained.
however. In the short run. it may he use-:.:
ful to enact legislation committing DOE
formally to a policy of consultation .ith

slaltes. local governments. and citizen
groups. At the same time. it seems sen-
sible to defer formalizing concurrence.
since no credible institutional design has
yet emerged in federal policy dis-
cussions. Deemphasizing concurrence
would also facilitate information sharing.
since consultation would no longer be
part of a bargaining relationship.

Earl) in the 1980's. however. Con-
gress and the President should approach
the question of whether commercial nu-
clear poser should be held hostage by a
continuing interregnum in waste man-
agement. One strategy to disentangle the
two issues is to proceed with a scien-
tificall) sophisticated development pro-
gram to dispose of the existing military
nuclear uaste inventory (2?). Despite
substanlial technological difi',rences
from commercially generated waste. the
long-run geologic containment require-
ments of defense wastes are identical.
Progress in waste disposal need not en-
tail endorsement of nuclear electric ener-

Conclusion

Complexity is unavoidable in radio-
active waste management. 11 is crucial to
structure institutional incentis es with
care. The history of government regula-
tion is replete with instances of agencies'
being captured by those they are sup-
posed to regulate; parochial log-rolling

compromises that do not aggregate into a
broader public interest: and insufficient
hudgetar) and iniellectual resources de-
voted to analysis. That the Carter Admin-
istration recognizes the large institution-
al questions at stake is an important sign
of progress.

Research supportive of institutional
design should be promptl) expanded.
Studies are needed of how comnplex tech-
nologies can be regulated. particularly
the question of when and whether cri-
teria can be established by delegation to
administrative agencies. Institutional
mechanisms for recognizing and manag-
ing conflict are seriously underdevel-
oped. And much less is known than is
desirable about hou long-term instilu-
tional stabilization takes place in mixed
public-private enterprises of the sort
likely to develop in radioactive waste
management-

Consideration of the implementation
problems of consultation and con-
currence. in short. puts a different light
on the long-term nature of the nuclear
waste issue. Ho'ever long the wastes
themselves remain toxic, the political
and technological solution to waste dis-
posal will take at least half a century to
achieve-a length of time comparable
vith the age of the Ford Motor Compan)
or the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Rational. accountable control of enter-
priws of this temporal scale has been at
best imperfect in the past: although
much more than conceptual understand-
ing of institutional design is required to
meet this challenge. it remains the indis-
pensable place to begin.
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